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Abstract

In order to achieve the design luminosity of the Next Linear Collider, the main linac must accelerate
trains of bunches from 10 GeV to 500 GeV while preserving vertical normalized emittances on the
order of 0.05 mm.mrad. We describe a set of simulation studies, performed using the program LIAR,
comparing several algorithms for steering the main linac; the algorithms are compared on the basis
of emittance preservation, convergence speed, and sensitivity to BNS phase profile. The effects of an
ATL mechanism during the steering procedure are also studied.
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Abstract

In order to achieve the design luminosity of the Next Linear
Collider, the main linac must accelerate trains of bunches
from 10 GeV to 500 GeV while preserving vertical nor-
malized emittances on the order of 0.05 mm.mrad. We
describe a set of simulation studies, performed using the
program LIAR, comparing several algorithms for steering
the main linac; the algorithms are compared on the basis of
emittance preservation, convergence speed, and sensitivity
to BNS phase profile. The effects of an ATL mechanism
during the steering procedure are also studied.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Next Linear Collider (NLC) is a single-pass electron-
positron collider capable of achieving a luminosity of
1034cm�2sec�1 at a center-of-mass energy of 1 TeV [1].
The NLC uses a pair of X-Band (f = 11:424 GHz) lin-
ear accelerators, with approximately 5,000 RF structures
and 750 quadrupoles in each linac, to accelerate the beams
from 10 to 500 GeV. The total length of each linac is over
10 kilometers.

In order to achieve the desired luminosity, each linac
must accelerate a 270 nanosecond train of 95 bunches on
each 120 Hz machine cycle, and must preserve an incom-
ing normalized emittance which can be as small as 0.03
mm.mrad. Novel structure designs can mitigate the emit-
tance dilution due to long-range wakefields [2]; this leaves
dispersion and short-range wakefields from the structures
as the primary causes of emittance dilution. In both wake-
fields and dispersion, the emittance dilution can be con-
trolled through proper alignment of the accelerator. The
NLC design calls for an unprecedented emphasis on mea-
surement and correction of misalignments:

� Each quad is supported on a remote-controlled trans-
lation stage capable of�2 mm motions inx andy,
with submicron step sizes

� Each RF structure girder (3 structures) is supported
on a remote-controlled translation stage capable of�2

mm motions inx andy at each end of each girder, with
micron step sizes

� Each quad contains a beam position monitor with a
resolution of 1 micron inx andy for a single bunch
with a charge of1010
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� Each structure contains a beam position monitor at
each end with a resolution of 5 microns inx andy
for a single bunch with a charge of1010.

We consider three algorithms for converting beam position
information in the quad and structure BPMs into changes
in translation stage positions.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALGORITHMS

2.1 “Canonical” Algorithm

The algorithm used to study beam-based alignment in the
1996 NLC study divides the linac intoN segments con-
taining equal numbers of quads (in practice, 14 segments
with approximately 50 quads per segment) and uses the
quadrupole BPMs to compute a set of magnet moves which
minimizes (in a least-square sense) the RMS BPM orbit. In
order to prevent the magnet movers “ranging out,” the algo-
rithm simultaneously seeks to minimize the RMS magnet
motion, resulting in an overconstrained fit. Once the quads
have been moved, each structure girder in the segment is
then moved to zero the average of the 6 structure BPMs on
the girder.

In this algorithm the least-squares engine uses the wake-
free optics model to predict the response to quad moves,
and assumes that girder moves only change the readings of
BPMs on the girder. Because the wakefield contribution is
not included in the calculation, it is necessary in real life to
iterate the algorithm on each segment several times before
moving on to the next segment, and to pick segments which
are short relative to the characteristic growth distance of
wakefield instabilities.

In order to match the alignment from one segment into
another, the magnets at the endpoints of a segment are held
fixed in position: a steering magnet at the first quad is used
to steer the beam into the last quad, and its value is deter-
mined as part of the least-squares fit. Thus the algorithm
results in a piecewise-straight alignment, with kinks at the
endpoints of segments.

2.2 “Canonical” Algorithm with MICADO

Under some circumstances the “Canonical” algorithm will
leave an RMS orbit which is larger than the BPM resolu-
tion. Errors in positioning of the many quads will some-
times conspire to produce a betatron component to the or-
bit. In order to further reduce this, the “Canonical” algo-
rithm can be followed by a MICADO algorithm [3], which
attempts to identify the minimum number of magnet moves



which produce the greatest improvement in the orbit. For
the purposes of this simulation, the MICADO algorithm
was constrained to use no more than 7 magnets, and to seek
an RMS orbit tolerance of 1 micron. In execution several it-
erations of the “canonical” algorithm would be performed
on an alignment segment, followed by several MICADO
algorithms.

2.3 “French Curve” Algorithm

The “canonical” algorithm inconveniently requires correc-
tor magnets at the endpoints of each segment. An algorithm
was sought which would not require such magnets, but still
permitted the segment-to-segmentalignment matching pro-
vided by the correctors. The “French Curve” algorithm is
very similar to the “canonical” algorithm; however, no cor-
rectors are used, and instead after a segment is aligned the
next segment is selected starting in the middle of the most
recent one. Thus the alignment is performed on full seg-
ments but advances down the linac in half-segments, re-
sulting in a smooth alignment without correctors.

3 SIMULATION STUDIES

Each of the 3 algorithms was studied with LIAR [4], a lin-
ear accelerator simulation program which performs track-
ing with transverse and longitudinal wakefields from RF
structures. The general conditions of the simulation are de-
scribed in the section above and in Table 1.

Table 1: General parameters used in the simulations.

Parameter Value

Bunch 1:1� 1010

Charge
Quad-BPM 2 microns

Offset
Struct.-BPM 0 microns

Offset
Incoming 0.04 mm.mrad

�y

3.1 Mover Step Size

Figure 1 shows the emittance dilution of each algorithm as
a function of the magnet mover step size. In each case the
algorithm was permitted to iterate to convergence (see next
section). While MICADO can improve the performance of
the “canonical” algorithm at large step sizes, it cannot re-
duce the residual emittance growth which occurs for small
step sizes. The “french curve” algorithm has a smaller
emittance growth for perfect movers than the “canonical;”
its emittance dilution is also a weaker function of mover
step size.
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Figure 1: Emittance dilution as a function of magnet mover
step size for 3 main linac steering algorithms.

3.2 Convergence Speed

Figure 2 shows the number of iterations required to reach
convergence for “canonical” and “french curve” algo-
rithms. While the latter algorithm required fewer iterations
per segment, it also requires twice as many segments as
the “canonical” algorithm, and is thus somewhat slower in
terms of time.
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Figure 2: Emittance dilution as a function of number of
iterations per segment for “canonical” and “french curve”
algorithms.

3.3 Energy Overhead

In order to reduce the impact of incoming beam jitter on
emittance, the NLC linacs will be operated with a substan-
tial head-tail energy difference [5], which is parameterized
here as linac energy overhead (linac voltage in excess of
that needed to achieve the desired energy at extraction).
Figure 3 shows that the emittance dilution increases lin-
early for both “canonical” and “french curve” algorithms



with energy overhead (note that this is contrary to the jitter
behavior: more energy overhead results in less emittance
dilution for a bunch executing a betatron oscillation down
the full length of the linac). However the “french curve”
performance is better for all values of energy overhead con-
sidered.
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Figure 3: Emittance dilution as a function of energy over-
head for “canonical” and “french curve” algorithms.

4 DIFFUSIVE GROUND MOTION

In recent years, Shiltsev [6] has offered evidence that accel-
erator alignment degrades according to a diffusive process.
The so-called “ATL Law” states that components which
are ab initio perfectly aligned will be misaligned by an
RMS distance� which is related to the distance between
the componentsL and the elapsed timeT by:

�2 = A � T � L: (1)

The coefficientA is a complex function of site geology,
cultural noise, and construction techniques. Furthermore
A is not precisely constant in time, but is subject to change
over the course of many years. However on the scale of
seconds, days, or months, Equation 1 may represent a lower
bound on achievable alignment performance.

In order to simulate ATL misalignments in the context
of accelerator steering it is necessary to assume a value
for A and a timeT over which alignment occurs. For this
study we assume that the NLC will have a value ofA of
5�10

�7�2=meter=second, which is low but not unachiev-
able. We assume that the initial steering of the accelera-
tor from a coarse state of alignment (50� RMS misalign-
ments) to convergence requires 1 minute per operation of
quad or girder alignment (thus approximately 3 hours for
the full linac), while subsequent steering operations require
only 1 iteration per segment and only 30 seconds per oper-
ation. We assume that steering is performed constantly.

Figure 4 shows the performance of the “french curve”
algorithm when ATL misalignments occur during steering.

Pass 1 in Figure 4 is the 3 hour, multi-iteration pass: the
emittance dilution is increased from 34% to 65% by ATL
misalignments. The subsequent, fast passes achieve an
equilibrium emittance dilution of 50%.
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Figure 4: Performance of “french curve” algorithm with
diffusive ground motion included.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have evaluated several algorithms for steering the NLC
main linac to reduce emittance dilution due to short-range
wakefields and dispersion. We find that a relatively robust
algorithm exists which produces acceptably small emit-
tance dilution. Further studies of the algorithm are re-
quired. These include multibunch effects, improved mod-
elling of the structure BPMs, interaction with steering feed-
backs, and additional dilutions from other sources.
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